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COMMENTS: JFK33: F6: 1996.05.04.12:52:46:106075:
DO NOT WISH HEWI STATION INTERVIEW WITH HEWI FORMWIN BEHALF JURE REPS AS THIS WOULD OBVIOUSLY ESTABLISH OFFICIAL PREPARED SUPPORT JURE. HG NOT AWARE LITAMIL 2 HAS FORMWIN CONTACTS BUT IF HE CAN ASSIST ON VISA PROBLEM NO OBJECTION. MIGHT BE USEFUL L-2 MAKE PRETENSE OF HELPING IN ORDER APPEAR COOPERATIVE TO LAWYER.

2. ANGEL LUIS GUIU FIGUEREDO WAS CHIEF MILITARY OPERATIONS MRP IN CUBA UNTIL TOOK ASYLUM MAY 61. WAVE ASSET MID 62 TO MID 63.

ROGELIO CISNEROS DIAZ IS MEMBER JURE EXECUTIVE BOARD AND FORMER NATIONAL COORDINATOR MRP IN CUBA.
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